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Antonia Hover

From: Veronica Washington
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 10:05 AM
To: Commissioner Correspondence
Subject: Docket Nos. 20190015-20190021
Attachments: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards; Florida needs strong energy efficiency 

standards; Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards; Florida needs strong 
energy efficiency standards

Good Morning 
 
Please place the attached emails in Docket Nos 20190015-20190021. 
 
Thanks 
 
 
 
Veronica D. Washington 
Executive Assistant to Commissioner Andrew Fay 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 
(850)413-6036 
vwashing@psc.state.fl.us 
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Antonia Hover

From: bettym=3dcgi.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Betty Martin <bettym@
3dcgi.com>

Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 3:47 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Fay
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Mr. Fay, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels. I am especially aware of this as besides our Gainesville 
home, I co-own a condo on the Indian River in New Smyrna Beach just two blocks from the 
Ocean. 
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Betty Martin 
7610 NW 40th Ave 
Gainesville FL, 32606-4118  
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Antonia Hover

From: sherolyn1=hotmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Sherolyn Tramel 
<sherolyn1@hotmail.com>

Sent: Friday, August 16, 2019 3:10 AM
To: Office of Commissioner Fay
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Mr. Fay, 
 
Hello, and below is the Florida Food and Water Watch letter which reflects my values and 
views: 
 
“Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.” 
 
Thank you. 
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Sherolyn Tramel 
235 6th Street NW 
Winter Haven FL, 33881-4621  
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Antonia Hover

From: scates_ryan=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Ryan Scates 
<scates_ryan@yahoo.com>

Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 10:00 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Fay
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Mr. Fay, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ryan Scates 
4834 Trinidad Drive 
Land O Lakes FL, 34639-5648  
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Antonia Hover

From: rsuzannemayer22=yahoo.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Ramona Mayer 
<rsuzannemayer22@yahoo.com>

Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2019 6:02 PM
To: Office of Commissioner Fay
Subject: Florida needs strong energy efficiency standards

Dear Mr. Fay, 
 
Florida will be severely impacted if climate change isn't stopped. We're facing more 
flooding, compromised drinking water, and life-threatening heat waves as a result of rising 
temperatures and rising sea levels.  
 
A cost-effective way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions is through increasing 
energy efficiency standards for energy utilities. Investing in energy efficiency standards has 
the potential to reduce energy bills for Floridians and create quality manufacturing and 
construction jobs, all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
I urge you to set strong energy efficiency goals this year. Several utilities have proposed 
goals of zero or close to zero in energy savings through efficiency standards. These 
ridiculous "goals" are unacceptable.  
 
Please prioritize the well-being of Floridians and work to lower energy bills and greenhouse 
gas emissions by setting energy efficiency savings goals of 2% for the state's utilities. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ramona Mayer 
PO Box 1148 
Sarasota FL, 34230-1148  

 

 




